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Abstract
If qualia are mental, and if the mental is functional, then so are qualia. But,
arguably, qualia are not functional. A resolution of this is offered based on
a formal similarity between qualia and numbers. Just as certain sets “play
the role of” the number 3 in Peano’s axioms, so a certain physical implementation of a color plays the role of, say, red in a (computational) cognitive
agent’s “cognitive economy”.
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Qualia, the Mental, and the Functional

Qualia are one of the sticking points in trying to develop a theory of consciousness. This includes computational theories of consciousness, whose abstract formulations (as algorithms) are functional, and whose physical implmentations are
in computers (e.g., robots). Consider the following inconsistent triad:
1. The mental is functional.
2. Qualia are mental.
3. Qualia are not functional.
Proposition 1 is intended to summarize the idea that our best current theory of
mental phenomena is some form of functionalism:
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Functionalism is the doctrine that what makes something a . . . mental
state . . . depends not on its internal constitution, but solely on its function, or the role it plays, in the cognitive system of which it is a part.
More precisely, functionalist theories take the identity of a mental state
to be determined by its causal relations to sensory stimulations, other
mental states, and behavior. (Levin 2021; see also Maley and Piccinini
2013; Piccinini 2020, Ch. 4 for surveys of other varieties).
Proposition 2 asserts a standard view that qualia are “mental state[s] with a very
distinctive subjective character” (Tye, 2021). Like all mental states, they are private
in the sense that only the cognitive agent experiencing them “knows” what they are
like—what it is like to experience them: “[M]ental states are private in the sense
that only those who possess them can know them directly. . . . [N]eural activities
are public in the sense that anyone suitably placed can observe them” (Calef, nd).
And, as mental phenomena, what is important about them is the role they play “in
the cognitive system of which [they are] a part”—the agent’s “cognitive economy”.
Proposition 3 is one of the fundamental problems concerning the nature of
qualia, as embodied in the problems of the inverted spectrum and absent qualia
(Block, 1978) and the problem of the explanatory gap (Levine, 1983). (See §4.2,
below.)
The first two propositions imply the denial of the third; yet all three seem to be
true. Something has to give.
I will argue that the question “What are qualia?” is formally similar to one of
the principal questions in the philosophy of mathematics: What are numbers? The
problem of the nature of qualia in theories of consciousness is akin to the problem
of the nature of numbers. And I will suggest that the same kind of answer can be
given to both questions.
But first some background . . .
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“Easy” (Psychological) Problems of Consciousness

According to David Chalmers (1996, p. 26), among the psychological problems
of consciousness are awakeness, introspection, reportability, self-consciousness,
attention, voluntary control, knowledge, and awareness (Chalmers, 1996, pp. 26–
28). An alternative list adds “the ability to discriminate, categorize, and react to environmental stimuli; the integration of information by a cognitive system; . . . ; the
ability of a system to access its own internal states; [and] the focus of attention”,
inter alia (Chalmers, 1995). Ned Block’s notion of “access” consciousness—
“availability for use in reasoning and rationally guiding speech and action” (Block,
1995, p. 227)—seems to overlap significantly enough with Chalmers’s notion for
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us to identify them, at least for present purposes. These are what Chalmers calls the
“easy” problems, i.e., those explainable, in principle, in abstract (e.g., functional
or computational) terms or in concrete (e.g., neural) terms.
Gualtiero Piccinini argues that, at least for animals, the abstract and the concrete are not disjoint levels of analysis. Rather, there is a single level of analysis
(Piccinini, 2020, §1.6) that involves both “mechanistic functionalism plus neural
computation” (Piccinini, 2020, p. 106, my italics). This is consistent with what I
shall say later (§7.1). Nevertheless, I also hold that the “upper” portions of such a
single-level analysis are consistent with—can be implemented in—non-biological
(non-neural) mediums, including appropriately programmed computers (Rapaport,
1999, 2000, 2005b, 2012, 2018).
There are several models of psychological consciousness: multiple drafts (Dennett, 1992, 2005), global workspace (Baars, 1988; Dehaene and Naccache, 2001;
Anderson, 2007; Baars and Franklin, 2009), higher-order theories (Block, 2001;
Rosenthal, 1986, 2009; Kriegel, 2009), etc. The main point is that any of the various models of psychological consciousness could be concretely implemented, neurally or computationally1 —at least, once most of the details have been worked out
(not, of course, an easy task, despite Chalmers’s characterization). In any case,
even if cognition and consciousness are computable, it does not follow that human (or other animal) cognition and consciousness are computed (Shagrir 1997;
Rapaport 1998; Piccinini 2020, pp. 146–147; Chirimuuta 2021).
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“Hard” (Phenomenological) Problems of Consciousness

Psychological theories of consciousness tell us how consciousness might work. But
they don’t tell us how consciousness feels, what an experience is, how and why we
feel experiences, what purposes experiences serve, what it’s like to be conscious:
I can explain to you what love is until I turn blue in the face. I can take
two weeks to explain everything to you . . . . But there is no way I can
make you feel it until you feel it. (Rohail Hyatt, quoted in Schmidle
2008: 40, and sounding for all the world like Frank Jackson (1982,
1986) in his black-&-white-Mary days.2 )
In short, they don’t explain qualia. Chalmers (1995) has dubbed this the “hard”
problem; Levine (1983) calls it the “explanatory gap”.3
1 For

a bibliography of some computational implementations, see https://cse.buffalo.edu/

∼rapaport/719/csnessrdgs.html.
2 I.e., pre-Jackson 1995.
3 See

Mehta 2021 for other characterizations.
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There is an important reason for this: It seems that they can’t, for logical reasons, in particular, the inverted-spectrum problem. Inversion of qualia is not strictly
needed for the argument. It suffices if your qualia differ from mine (see Block
1999). But I will continue to speak of inversion for the sake of simplicity and
continuity with previous discussions.
The logical possibility of inverted spectra is only one aspect of this problem.
More generally, the problem is to understand how the mechanisms of any of the
psychological theories end with our experiencing qualia. I can understand that I
see you because light reflecting off your surface enters my eye and is processed by
my retina and optic nerve, and then signals are sent to my visual cortex. But how is
it that the neurons that are firing there are visually experienced by me as you? And
why aren’t they auditorially experienced as, say, middle C? This hard phenomenological problem of consciousness seems to require a textitphenomenological theory
of consciousness over and above the psychological one.
Dennett demurs: It might be the case that psychological theories of consciousness don’t (have to) explain qualia because there is nothing to explain. Qualia are
(supposed to be) ineffable: If they can’t be described in language, then we don’t
have to explain them, because we cannot (see Dennett 1988): There are no qualia;
rather, it only seems as if there are, in just the same way as there is no fact of the
sun revolving around the earth—it only seems as if it does (Pylyshyn, 2003, p. 117,
crediting Wittgenstein). On this view, if there is anything to explain, it is only why
things seem that way.
But many others (e.g., Nagel 1974; Searle 1992; Crick 1994; Block 1995;
Chalmers 1996; Strawson 2012; McGinn 2021) insist that it is obvious that we do
experience qualia and that it must be explained. Some (e.g., Crick), after agreeing
that there are qualia, then go on to propound only a psychological theory, hoping
that the qualia problem will get settled as a by-product. Others (e.g., Chalmers and
Strawson) try to attack the problem directly, taking experience as primitive or fundamental. Yet others (notably Jackson) used to believe in qualia but have changed
their mind.
This is a dividing issue: One either agrees that there are qualia and that they
need to be explained, or one doesn’t. I doubt that any amount of arguing will
convince anyone on either side (other than Jackson) to switch to the other. I am,
as Jackson once was, a “qualia freak” (Jackson, 1982, p. 127). And, following
Hector-Neri Castañeda, I prefer to do philosophy “in the first person, for the first
person” (Rapaport 2005a; Rapaport 2022, Ch. 2). So I will simply take a stand in
favor of qualia, and proceed to try to resolve the inconsistent triad.
Could phenomenological consciousness (qualia) be nothing but neuron firings?
Crick’s “astonishing hypothesis” is that that’s all they are. Searle says that they
must be biological, just like digestion is biological. I agree that they must be bio4

logical (neural) . . . for us. But I believe that they can be implemented otherwise
for computational cognitive agents (Rapaport, 1985, 1986, 1988, 1999, 2022). That
means that there has to be a functional-computational (“psychological”) theory of
qualia, despite the apparent logical problems. And this is what I shall try to convince you of.
Briefly (and very roughly), I will argue that, with respect to the “easy” problem,
there is an analogy between functional-psychological theories of consciousness and
mathematical structuralism and that, with respect to the “hard” problem, there is an
analogy between qualia and objects that can play the role of numbers in structural
theories of mathematics.
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The Problem with Qualia

A quale is a “raw feel”, a “phenomenal experience”, “what it’s like” to be conscious
of something. It’s what you experience when you sense a color, hear a sound, or
taste, or smell, or touch. It’s what Chalmers says needs to be explained.
But standard functional theories of mental states and processes seem incapable
of explaining qualia. And standard psychological theories of consciousness (as
opposed to purely neurological theories of consciousness) are functional.

4.1

Functional Analyses

Functional theories characterize mental processes in terms of causal and logical relations between, at the outset, sensory inputs and internal mental states/processes,
then among those internal mental states/processes, and, finally, between internal
mental states/processes and motor outputs. The standard technique for doing this is
what is variously called “functional decomposition” (akin to recursive definition),
“top-down design” (Mills, 1971), “stepwise refinement” (Wirth, 1971), “homuncularism” (Fodor, 1968; Dennett, 1975; Lycan, 1981), or the delegation of authority
within hierarchies (Simon, 1996): One describes a task or process in input-output
terms (as a mathematical function), and then (algorithmically) analyzes the “big”
task into “smaller” tasks, each of which is more “manageable” or “understandable”
and which are such that, taken together, they accomplish the big task. In the simplest case, a task F that takes input I and yields output O might be analyzed or
“decomposed” into n smaller tasks F1 , . . . , Fn such that F1 takes as input F’s input
I and yields output O1 , F2 takes as input its predecessor’s output O1 and yields
output O2 , . . . , Fn takes as input its predecessor’s output and yields F’s output
O. Subsequently (by recursive stepwise refinement), each Fi can be similarly decomposed. The decomposition stops with processes that, to paraphrase Dennett,
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just say ‘yes’ or ‘no’ (or are otherwise “minimal” in some sense). If each Fi is
computable, then so is the original F. (These are the first two of Marr’s (1982)
three-layer methodology; see Rapaport 2022, Ch. 17.)
Although this top-down explanation is the usual way of presenting functional
decomposition, looking at it from the bottom up is useful, too: Consider a programming language with a set of basic (non-decomposable) instructions and a set
of “control structures”—i.e., grammatical rules—for recursively composing them
into complex instructions. For a Turing machine, the basic instructions might
be “read-value-on-current-square”, “move-left-1-square”, “move-right-1-square”,
“print-0-on-current-square”, “print-1-on-current-square”, and “erase-current-square”,
and the grammar rules might be sequence (“linear concatenation”, or “begin S; S0
end”), selection (“conditional branching”, or “begin if value-on-current-square = 0
then S else S0 end”), and while-loop (“begin while value-on-current-square = 0 do
S”)—where S, S0 are (basic or complex) instructions. Now suppose that there is a
complex instruction S∗ , perhaps involving numerous occurrences of basic instructions composed via numerous instances of sequence, selection, and looping, that
occurs repeatedly in some larger program. Good structured programming practice
would “factor” S∗ out so that there is only one occurrence of it, and replace it by
a “procedure call” (a “jump” or “go to”) to S∗ . Even better, if S∗ is given a (descriptive) name, then we will have created a new “quasi-basic”, non-decomposable
instruction whose “implementation details” are hidden from the main body of the
program and which can be replaced by any input-output-equivalent instruction
without changing the main body of the program.
Here is a simple example: The Karel-the-Robot programming language (Pattis
et al., 1995) is a language for a software robot named ‘Karel’ that can move along
a graph-paper-like grid. One of its basic instructions is “turnleft”, which causes
Karel to rotate 90◦ counterclockwise. The language does not, however, have a
basic instruction called “turnright”. Instead, “turnright” can be defined as (roughly)
“begin turnleft; turnleft; turnleft end”. One could instead have defined “turnright”
as a sequence of 7 “turnleft”s; if so, one would not need to change any program
that required Karel to “turnright”. One can then write Karel programs that instruct
Karel to “turnright” without worrying about how he does it.
The power of this kind of “procedural abstraction” is that one can create new,
complex instructions. By naming these new, complex instructions, one can conceive of them as new, “basic” instructions. By making the names descriptive of
their behavior, one can create programs that are abstract in the sense that they can
be implemented in different ways. Thus, whereas functional decomposition analyzes a complex behavior into smaller behaviors, procedural abstraction synthesizes complex behaviors from smaller ones, and considers the functional behavior
of those larger procedures independently of their implementation.
6

4.2

The Classic Conundrum of Qualia

However, it is difficult to characterize qualia functionally because of the possibilities of inverted and absent qualia.
Let us suppose that neither you nor I are red-green color blind and that we
both are looking at a traffic light whose top light is illuminated. Let us suppose
that we both say that we see a red light. We agree that it is red, that it is properly
called ‘red’, and that it is (roughly) the same color as the stereotypical fire engine.
We also agree that it is not the same color as the bottom traffic light, which we
both agree is green, is properly called ‘green’, and is (roughly) the same color as
stereotypical grass. From a functional point of view, we agree on colors.
Now, what about our qualia, our “internal”, private color-experiences? Are
they the same? Or could it be that the quale you have when we both look at the top
traffic light is not the same as the quale I have? Could it be, for example, that our
“internal spectra” are inverted with respect to each other, so that the quale that you
experience when the light is what we both call ‘red’ is what I would call ‘green’
and my green-quale is what you would call ‘red’ (if, per impossibile, we could
access each other’s qualia)?4
The classic conundrum of qualia is that, from the functional point of view,
this would seem to be perfectly logically possible, yet experimentally indetectable.
Moreover, it seems equally logically possible and experimentally indetectable that
you might not have any quale when looking at the top traffic light, yet you would,
like a philosophical zombie, behave as if you did. Whether any of this is physically
possible would seem to be irrelevant to the logical point. And the further problem
is that qualia are classically taken to be stereotypical of a mental phenomenon.
So, either functionalism is wrong (or at least incomplete) as a theory of mental
phenomena or else—pace the stereotype—qualia are not mental phenomena (or
don’t exist at all). In fact, from the functional point of view, they don’t seem
to be needed: It’s only the external behavior (the talk of red and green, not the
experience of red and green) that needs to be explained. Yet qualiaphiles demand
such an explanation.
Wittgenstein’s take on this is that qualia are “beetles in boxes”:
Suppose everyone had a box with something in it: we call it a “beetle”.
No one can look into anyone else’s box, and everyone says he knows
what a beetle is only by looking at his beetle. —Here it would be quite
possible for everyone to have something different in his box. One
might even imagine such a thing constantly changing. —But suppose
the word “beetle” had a use in these people’s language? —If so it
4 Jacquette

(1996) argues that it’s impossible.
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would not be used as the name of a thing. The thing in the box has no
place in the language-game at all; not even as a something: for the box
might even be empty. —No, one can “divide through” by the thing in
the box; it cancels out, whatever it is. (Wittgenstein, 1958, I, §293)
That would certainly be Dennett’s position. But I insist that I, at least, do have a
beetle in my box—even if mine is red where yours is green, even if Dennett’s is
absent, even if I may be misled by mine or misremember it. So: I do experience
a quale of red when looking at the top traffic light. What is it that I experience?
What is experience itself? If I try to analyze it in terms of other aspects of my
psychological “mental economy”, it loses its “raw feel” nature. Yet, if I take it as
a “primitive” that cannot be explained, how can I understand it? I want a theory of
qualia that is consistent with a functional theory of consciousness.

5

Towards a Functional Theory

Why (and how) do we experience anything rather than nothing? This “philosophical zombie” question (Kirk, 1974; Chalmers, 1996) is the really hard problem.
And why are our qualia as they are and not like something else? Why, that is, is
my red quale the way it is and not like my green quale? For that matter, why isn’t
it like the sound of a bell? Answers to these may depend on the answer to the first
question.
So let’s begin with that first question: Why do we experience anything rather
than nothing? Why are we not zombies? Consider plants. Some are sensitive
to light, some to airborne chemicals (what we would call odors) (Angier, 1992;
Fountain, 2006). Why don’t we say (except metaphorically) that such plants “see”
or “smell”? Why do we say that we see and smell? Or do we see and smell?
Perhaps we, too, are merely light- and chemical-sensitive (and perhaps that’s all
that seeing and smelling are).5 Does anything further happen in our brain that does
not happen to a plant? If so, wouldn’t whatever that is be a good candidate for a
quale? Or are qualia just our sensitivity to the light and chemicals? Or is there any
sensitivity (or sensation) at all?
Consider the visual quale of seeing a red traffic light and the olfactory quale of
an odor. And compare these with the lack of an olfactory quale: We are qualitatively insensitive to many odors. (Better: We are qualitatively smell-insensitive to
many airborne chemicals.) We are certainly less sensitive than a dog. Yet possibly
these odors do influence our behavior. Indeed, there is a phenomenon called “blind
smell” that is analogous to blindsight (Sobel et al., 1999; Chen and Haviland-Jones,
5 Perhaps

like certain blind worms that respond to blue light (Greenwood, 2021).
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2000). If this is indeed possible, then it would seem that we are at least partial
zombies. How can this be? Why is there such a difference between sensory input
that produces qualia and sensory input that doesn’t? Does the (visual or olfactory)
quale do anything? Does it serve any purpose?
Jackson (1982) famously argued that they are epiphenomenal, but I have my
doubts. Compare your visual quale of a red light with your absence of a visual
quale of infrared light. Suppose infrared light influenced your behavior but you
were not subjectively aware of the infrared light. Now, you could be objectively
aware of it: You might have access to a device that is sensitive to infrared light, so
that you would know when you are being exposed to it even though you could not
sense it. Or, you might have access to a device (perhaps an “autocerebroscope” or
some kind of fMRI device) that would let you know when your visual system is
processing infrared light (even though you would have no conscious sensation, no
quale, of it). By hypothesis, you would have no quale of this, but perhaps it would
nevertheless feel like something, perhaps like an intuition (“I don’t sense any color
or light, but somehow I just feel that something’s different when I’m exposed to
infrared light”). This would be a quale, I suppose, but not necessarily a quale of the
infrared light. (Maybe it would be a second-order quale?) But it would probably
not be like a visual experience of, say, red light; it wouldn’t be, say, a “deeper” red.
So, what would be the difference in my behavior between my reaction to a
quale of red light and my reaction to quale-less infrared light? In the situation
where I am aware of a red quale, I can voluntarily react (or not react) to the quale
of red light: I can decide to stop my car, or I can decide to try to run the light if
there’s no traffic or pedestrians. This freedom of choice does not run afoul of the
problem of free will, because whatever free will turns out to be will work here:
Either there really is such a thing as free will, in which case I have the free will to
react or not to react to the red quale, or there really is no such thing as free will, in
which case whatever explanation one has of the appearance of free will will be an
explanation of my decision.
However, in the situation where I am not aware of an infrared quale (and even
more so if there is not even an “intuition” of a sensation), I would have no choice in
the matter: If the infrared light causes me to do something or to react in some way,
I would do it, or react, without having the opportunity to choose not to. If a certain
unsmelled pheromone causes me to be attracted to someone, I will be attracted; I
will have no choice (or no “choice”, in case there is no free will) in the matter.
Thus, we can be partial zombies but not complete zombies, because a complete
zombie would have no free will, whereas we do. If a complete zombie had free will,
it would then also have to have some higher-order thought, or access, or awareness
of the impingement of the external object (chemicals for odor, photons for vision,
etc.) on its sensory apparatus. But then, perhaps, it wouldn’t be a zombie.
9

Knowing that the external object has thus impinged—being aware of its impingement—from the first-person point of view (i.e., subjective awareness, not objective
awareness) is the experience of a quale. But there is still the possibility that your
quale might be “inverted” with respect to mine. I once suggested that this might be
due to (physical) implementation differences between us (Rapaport, 2005b). We
will explore this further in what follows.
Why are some stimuli experienced as colors and others as sounds? Could this
be because of their different sources? After all, photons produce color experiences,
sound waves produce sounds, airborne chemicals produce odors. Or could it be because of the different sense organs that receive the photons, sound waves, or chemicals? But they all transduce these varied stimuli into a single neural “language of
thought” (Piccinini, 2020, pp. 213–214). So these could all be experienced on a
common spectrum rather than by orthogonal experiences. (Perhaps they are, for
those of us who experience synaesthesia or “cross-modal reorganization” (Allman
et al., 2009).)
For that matter, why are some things experienced at all (and some of those
experienced differently), but others are not? Perhaps this is because of evolutionary
usefulness: our voluntary ability to perform the so-called four Fs (feeding, fleeing,
fighting, and reproduction); after all, odors are not as useful to us as they are to
dogs, so it makes sense that we might not experience as many of them.
Chalmers (1996) observes that a mental state or process can be characterized in
two different ways: functionally and “intrinsically”: A functional characterization
would be “external” to the mental state or process, characterizing it in terms of its
inputs, its relations to other mental states and processes, and its outputs. In short,
it would be a characterization in terms of its “role in . . . [the] cognitive economy”
of the cognitive agent (Chalmers, 1996, p. 16). Almost by definition, it would
be a characterization independent of its implementation. It would, perhaps, be
Wittgenstein’s beetle-box (with or without a beetle).
An intrinsic characterization would be “internal” or “phenomenal”, a characterization in terms of “what it’s like”—its quale. Almost by definition, it would
be a characterization independent of its functional role. It would be a beetle in the
box.
This notion of a cognitive economy is worth pursuing. Compare the world’s
monetary economy: A dollar has the value it does because of the role that it plays
in the world monetary economy.6 Does it have an intrinsic value? (Does it have
a “quale”?) Dennett (2001) asks whether a dollar has “something logically independent of its functionalistic exchange powers” and answers that it does not, that
6 Although a currency might play several roles at once; cf. Hofstadter 1997, Ch. 15, on the incompatible roles of the Polish złoty.
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there is no economic theory of such an intrinsic value. But one possibility for its
intrinsic value is the value of the paper it’s printed on. (Of course, in the case of a
dollar, that value is itself (recursively) a function of the world monetary economy!)
Is there an analogous way to pin down an intrinsic characterization of a quale?

6

Numbers

Let’s turn to a seemingly unrelated question. Is there any way to pin down the
intended interpretation of an axiom system, say, Peano’s axioms for the natural
numbers?
We can characterize the natural numbers only as: any sequence that satisfies
Peano’s axioms (an “ω-sequence”). But an infinite variety of sequences do that.
There is no way to pick out “the” natural numbers. Trying to do that would be like
trying to characterize qualia! In Quine’s words (1969: 45), “Arithmetic is . . . all
there is to number: there is no saying absolutely what the numbers are; there is
only arithmetic”. Arithmetic, like the cognitive economy, can only be characterized functionally, or—to use the mathematical term—structurally. Numbers, like
qualia, are ineffable. But whereof we cannot speak, must we thereof be silent?
Paul Benacerraf (1965) argued that numbers could not be sets. The number 3
/ {0},
/ {0,
/ {0}}}
/
/
is neither “Ernie” ’s {0,
nor “Johnny” ’s {{{0}}}
(Benacerraf, 1965,
p. 55)—and it certainly cannot be both: Each of those sets has properties and
relations that the other lacks and that are irrelevant to numbers. For example, on
both views, not only do numbers wind up having set-theoretical cardinality (which
is irrelevant),7 but the same number would have different cardinalities: On the
first view, the cardinality of 3 is 3; on the other, it is 1. And on the first view,
/ ∈ 3, whereas, on the other, 1 = {0}
/ 6∈ 3; both cannot be true. And none
1 = {0}
of these are true of the natural number 3 solely as characterized by Peano’s axioms.
As Benacerraf (1965, p. 70) says, “Any object can play the role of 3”.
Although either one (but not both together) of these views of the number 3 gives
us something that the number 3 could be, they do not tell us what it is. Compare
the similar situation of ordered pairs:
The ordered pair (a, b) is defined to be {{a}, {a, b}}, and from this
definition the basic law of ordered pairs, that (a, b) = (c, d) iff
a = c and b = d, is deduced. It is not pretended that this definition
reveals what ordered pairs ‘really were all along.’ What the definition
and derivation of the basic law do show is that the positing of ordered
7 Well,

/ {0},
/ {0,
/ {0}}}
/
almost: The cardinality of {0,
is designed to match the fact that ‘3’ represents the cardinal number 3.
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pairs subject to this basic law as entities over and above sets is, in a
sense, superfluous. (Burgess, 2001, p. 62, my emphasis)
Are qualia similarly superfluous?8
Numbers are in a similar situation:
Arithmetic is . . . the science that elaborates the abstract sructure that
all progressions have in common. . . . It is not . . . concerned with
particular objects—the numbers. The search for which independently
identifiable particular objects the numbers really are . . . is . . . misguided . . . . (Benacerraf, 1965, p. 70)
Is the search for an intrinsic characterization of qualia, ineffable though they may
be, similarly misguided?
Let us examine these analogies more closely. What is a graph? It can be defined
as (a structure) consisting of a set V of vertices and a set E of edges, with certain
relationships among the members of V and E. But what is a “vertex”? What is
an “edge”? Answer: anything that satisfies those relationships. So, a telephone
network is not merely a physical system that can be modeled as a graph; it really
is a graph, because we can take phones to be vertices and phone connections to
be edges. Logically speaking, vertices and edges are (types of) variables that can
take as values certain phones and phone connections. Such talk of variables is just
talk of roles that can be played by certain (usually physical) objects. The objects
implement those roles. The roles are abstractions (Rapaport, 1999, 2005b).
Oswald Veblen (1904, p. 344) made this point in his axiomatization of geometry: “The terms ‘point’ and ‘order’ . . . differ from the other terms of geometry
in that they are undefined.” Because they are undefined, we are not told what they
are; we are only told how they relate to other geometrical objects—i.e., we are
only told what their roles are in the functional “economy” of geometry. Therefore, they can “be” (better: be implemented by) anything that can play those roles.
Hilbert expressed this same idea more famously: “One must be able to say at all
times—instead of points, lines, and planes—tables, chairs, and beer mugs”.9
8 However,

Burgess can be read as suggesting that it is the beetle-box that is superfluous. If you
have a beetle, perhaps you don’t need to have a box to keep it in. And if you lack a beetle, you
certainly don’t need a box.
9 Hilbert’s observation appears in his Gesammelte Abhandlungen (“Complete Works”), vol. 3,
p. 403, as cited in Coffa 1991, p. 135; see also Stewart Shapiro 2009, p. 176. Elsewhere, Hilbert used
a different example:
. . . it is surely obvious that every theory is only a scaffolding or schema of concepts
together with their necessary relations to one another, and that the basic elements can
be thought of in any way one likes. If in speaking of my points, I think of some
system of things, e.g., the system: love, law, chimney-sweep . . . and then assume all
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But Veblen (1904, p. 346) also said that “there is essentially only one class
of which the . . . axioms are valid”, i.e., one class “up to isomorphism”. Veblen
continues: “In more exact language, any two classes K and K 0 of objects that satisfy
the . . . axioms are capable of a one-to-one correspondence” between them; i.e.,
they are isomorphic. Hilbert would agree, but a set of points and lines (as Euclid
thought of them) that satisfy the axioms, and a set of tables and chairs that satisfy
the axioms, are like qualia and inverted qualia.
Nicholas P. White (1974) tried to rebut Benacerraf, but their theories are really
consistent: White focused on the role-filler rather than the role. He suggested that a
/
certain set (e.g., {{{0}}})
is a 3 in a certain series (p. 113); i.e., it plays the role of
a 3, just as Richard Burton played the role of Hamlet in a certain 1964 production
of Hamlet. “There are indeed numbers, and there are plenty of them” (p. 118);
yes, and there are plenty of different qualia, too. White’s way of looking at things
focuses on the implementation; Benaceraff’s focuses on the functional economy.
Their views are complementary, not inconsistent.
Elsewhere, I have urged that the number 3 is anything that implements the
third item in a sequence that satisfies the abstraction described by Peano’s axioms
(Rapaport, 1999). Now I urge that a quale of a mental state or process is anything
that implements that mental state or process, where the mental state or process is
characterized functionally.
There are two ways to interpret answers to a question of the form “X is Y” (cf.
Gert (2008)): On one interpretation, to say that X is Y is to explicate X in terms of
a functional theory describing what properties any candidate for X must satisfy, by
giving the “script” for any actor playing the role of X. Thus, “3 is the third item in a
Peano-satisfying sequence”, or “water is the clear, odorless, tasteless liquid found
in rivers and oceans that we use for drinking and washing”, or “Hamlet is a prince
of Denmark who can’t decide whether to avenge his father’s murder” would be
such statements. On another interpretation, to say that X is Y is to give a particular
/ {0},
/ {0,
/ {0}}}”,
/
“actor” that plays that role. Thus, “3 is {0,
or “water is H2 O”, or
“Hamlet is Burton” would be statements of this kind. It might be better always
/ {0},
/ {0,
/ {0}}}.
/
to make the context explicit: In Ernie’s theory, 3 is {0,
On Earth,
10
water is H2 O. In the 1964 Broadway production, Hamlet is Burton.
Consider a functional characterization of water, e.g., my characterization of the
“narrow” meaning of ‘water’ as given in the previous paragraph. Then H2 O is just
my axioms as relations between these things, then my propositions, e.g., Pythagoras’
theorem, are also valid for these things . . . [A]ny theory can always be applied to
infinitely many systems of basic elements. (Quoted in Stewart Shapiro 2013, p. 168.)
10 Compare the similar solution to problems of fictional characters; see, e.g., Lewis 1978; Rapaport
1991; Rapaport and Shapiro 1995.
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one “actor” that can play that role, and Twin Earth’s XYZ is another. Or, to switch
examples, it’s not that Hamlet is Richard Burton (or vice versa); rather, Burton is
one among many who have played the role. It is only in a particular production
that we can say that Hamlet is Burton. More precisely, the role of Hamlet was
/
played by Burton. Hamlet and Burton are not identical, after all. Just as {{{0}}}
is 3, in the sense of “is a 3” or “plays the role of 3”, so we can say that Burton is
Hamlet, in the sense that Burton plays the role of Hamlet. Compare these to “3 =
the successor of 2”, which is a functional or structural definition.
To sum up: The structural view of mathematics neither requires nor allows
us to specify what 3 is. It only defines 3 in terms of its role in arithmetic. Still,
/
when I do arithmetic, I implement 3 somehow, perhaps as {{{0}}},
or perhaps as
the numeral ‘3’ (most likely, especially when writing), or perhaps as an internal,
mental “numeron”.11

7
7.1

Qualia
Neural and Computational Implementations

Similarly, the structural or functional view of qualia neither requires nor allows
us to specify what qualia are. It only defines them in terms of their role in the
cognitive economy. Still, they have to be implemented (if they are not absent), and
thus I do experience red in a certain way.
As noted earlier (§2), Piccinini (2020, p. 182) argues against a traditional, twolevel view of the mental-neural relationship. On this view, an abstract, functional
analysis of mental phenomena is independent of a neural, implementation-level
analysis, primarily because the former can be multiply realized and are physicalmedium independent. Piccinini (pp. 166, 192) promotes an “integrated” view that
requires both levels, each of which constrains the other (p. 194), and neither of
which is independent of the other. If the role that qualia play in the cognitive
economy is to provide qualitative (“feel”) properties that accompany (i.e., that play
the role of) functional properties (p. 246), then they are part of the implementation
level of an integrated, “mechanistic” account of (human) cognition.
Certainly, both levels may be needed to explain human cognition (a cognitivescience task). But what about AI, viewed as a computational theory of cognition
that might be applicable to non-human agents? Can a cognitive computer or robot
have qualia? I see no reason why not, though theirs might differ from ours (as in
the inverted spectrum). On this view, although qualia might not be purely mental
11 “Numerons are any distinct and arbitrary tags that a mind (human or nonhuman) uses in enumerating a set of objects” (Gelman and Gallistel, 1986, p. 77).
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(despite such having such mental properties as privacy), they are, or can be, an
essential part of a cognitive neuroscientific theory of mental phenomena just as
well as a computational one.
Others agree:
Stanislaus Dehaene and Lionel Naccache (2001, p. 30) say that qualia might
be “biological properties” of consciousness’s “workspace”:
each workspace state is “highly differentiated” and of “high complexity”. . . . Thus the flux of neuronal workspace states associated with
a perceptual experience is vastly beyond accurate verbal description
or long-term memory storage . . . . [A]lthough the major organization
of this repertoire is shared by all members of the species, its details
result from a developmental process of epigenesis and are therefore
specific to each individual. Thus, the contents of perceptual awareness are complex, dynamic, multi-faceted neural states that cannot be
memorized or transmitted to others in their entirety.
Similarly, qualia are ineffably “beyond accurate verbal description”, and it is quite
possible that yours are quite different from mine; this accounts for inverted (if not
absent) qualia.
Block (2001, pp. 203) says that functionalism “identifies consciousness with
a role”—just like 3 = the successor of 2 or water = clear liquid, etc. But “physicalism identifies consciousness with a physical or biological property that fills or
/
implements or realizes that role in humans”—just like 3 can be taken as {{{0}}}
or water as H2 O. Commenting on views like that of Dehaene and Naccache, Block
(2001, p. 204) asks: “How do you know that it is broadcasting in the global
workspace that makes a representation conscious as opposed to something about
the human biological realization of that broadcasting that makes it conscious?”
(my boldface, Block’s italics). My answer: You don’t! Hence the possibility of
absent qualia (and zombies).
Stuart C. Shapiro and Jonathan P. Bona (2010) distinguish among a “knowledge layer” (KL), a “perceptuo-motor layer” (PML), and a “sensori-actuator layer”
(SAL) in their architecture for an implemented computational cognitive agent (named
‘Cassie’). The KL is software that corresponds to the “mind” of the agent, the SAL
is entirely hardware that corresponds to its “body”,12 and “The PML comprises
three increasingly-abstract sub-layers, which connect to the SAL at one end and
the KL at the other. . . . the PML layers [can be] implemented in software” (Bona,
personal communication, 4 December 2021).
12 According

to Bona (personal communication, 4 December 2021).
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There are KL terms for every mental entity Cassie has conceived of,
including . . . colors . . . . There are PML structures . . . for features
of the perceivable world that Cassie’s perceptual apparatus can detect
and distinguish. (Shapiro and Bona, 2010, §6.1)
They identify qualia with “PML-descriptions” (Shapiro and Bona, 2010, §6.7),
which are n-tuples of “feature values” some of which can be null (i.e., “absent”).13
PML-descriptions are much like role-fillers or beetles in boxes:
Each KL term for a perceivable entity, category, or property is grounded
by being aligned with a PML-description, possibly with unfilled (null)
components. For example, [one particular version of] Cassie used
two-component PML-descriptions in which the domains were color
and shape. The KL term denoting Cassie’s idea of blue was aligned
with a PML-description whose color component was the PML structure the vision system used when it detected blue in the visual field
. . . . (Shapiro and Bona, 2010, §6.1)

7.2

Ineffability

As Galen Strawson (2021, p. 239) points out, Bertrand Russell held that physics
only gives us structural knowledge of the world, but “We know nothing of the
intrinsic quality of physical phenomena” (Russell, 1927, p. 154). We have knowledge by description of the structure “of physical phenomena”, but our experience
of qualia is knowledge by acquaintance of its “intrinsic quality”.
Qualia are (physically) ineffable; we cannot describe them. Consider a famous
person whom I have not met, say, Paul McCartney. I can know who he is by description, but that only gives me abstract, structural information about him. Now
consider a famous person whom I have met, say, the singer and actress Lucie Arnaz. Before I met her, I only had abstract, structural, descriptive knowledge of her.
Whenever I have met her in person, I had concrete knowledge by acquaintance of
her that I cannot convey in language, for any attempt to do that would just be more
(abstract, structural) description. The “content” of my knowledge by acquaintance
of her is “incommunicable”; it is only experienceable, by me.
Why is a quale not describable? Prima facie, it is: Suppose that we are on
opposite sides of a fire engine, so that neither of us can see each other. Can’t I
describe the red color of my shirt by telling you that it is just like the red color of
the fire engine that we are both looking at? Yes, but that only gives you a relational
13 However,

Bona (2013) says “One might claim that the agent has a private qualitative experience
of the motion of its wheels that might very well constitute something like qualia—but I make no such
claim here.”
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idea of the color that I am experiencing when I look at my shirt. And if your quale
of the fire engine’s red differs from mine (which it can; Block 1999), then all you
can know about my quale (my experience) of my shirt is that I say that it is like
yours of the fire engine. The same is true of oenophiles’ descriptions of the flavor
of a wine. They can’t tell you what the flavor is; they can only tell you what it
is similar to (“what it is like”, to use an overused expression), as in the following
example:
Aromas of peach and nectarine and juicy melon mingle with hints of
vanilla, toasted nuts, and light caramel. The creamy, rich palate bursts
with ripe pear and peach leading to a long, lush finish. (https://www.
sonomacutrer.com/wine/simply-cutrer/)
If you don’t know the flavor of peaches, etc., then you won’t know the flavor of
this wine from this description of it. If you don’t know the value of either term in
an equivalence or an analogy, you can’t fully understand it: Typically, one understands one of them in terms of the other, which must be antecedently understood
(Rapaport, 1995). Perhaps the same holds for the relation between a mental state
or process and its quale: By experiencing (hence understanding) the quale, we
thereby come to understand (and undergo) the mental state or process. The only
way for you to know what the flavor is is to taste it (but then, of course, your taste
quale might not be the same as mine, even if both are like peach, nectarine, melon,
etc.). Descriptions are just structural information. The best that I can do to describe
my quale is to talk “around” it, to talk “about” it; I cannot get you inside my head
to experience it. Whereof we cannot speak, thereof we can only express analogies.

7.3

Problems

Although I am perfectly content with the inability to uniquely characterize the
natural numbers, I am discontent with the inability to uniquely characterize qualia.
Are natural numbers and qualia not analogous?
Possibly, the quale of a mental state or process is not characterizable in terms
of its functional relationships but only in terms of how the experiencer relates to it.
But that runs into the value-of-a-dollar problem: It’s ultimately defined in terms of
other mental states and processes, which leads us back to Dennett.
Perhaps the nature of a quale must lead out of the network of mental states
and processes into the physical interpretation. Then we would have to allow for
inverted and absent qualia, depending on the implementation. This is a bullet we
might have to bite! It gets us out of the mental-functional circle, and it remains
physical. (See Rapaport 2005.)
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Consider a recursively defined function, with a base case f (0) and a recursive
case f (n + 1):
f (0) = q;
f (n + 1) = g( f (n))
The recursive case is like a functional theory of access consciousness, and the base
case is like the quale of phenomenal consciousness. The base case is a particular
implementation of the recursion. If we have another recursive function with a
different base case but the same recursive case:
h(0) = r, where r 6= q;
h(n + 1) = g(h(n))
then we have two distinct functions with the same “functional” theory (the recursive case) but different “qualia” (different base cases). And recursive cases without
base cases are like absent qualia.14
If mental states and processes are physically implemented, then qualia are part
of the big picture, after all. They are values of variables. Those variables are part
of the mental (functional, computational) theory; their values are part of the physical implementation of that theory: They are a side effect, an implementation-level
detail. Qualia-variables without values are “absent qualia” (such mental states or
processes would be unconscious); qualia-variables with different values are “inverted qualia”.

8

Summary and Conclusion

Let us return to our triad. Rather than talking about qualia simpliciter, I suggest that
we distinguish between qualia-roles and qualia-fillers: There are roles that qualia
play, and there are fillers of those roles. Qualia-roles are mental and functional;
qualia-fillers are not.
Where we draw the dividing line between the mental and the physical is arbitrary: If we want to maintain that qualia-fillers are mental, then we must accept
that proposition 1 is false: The mental is not (solely) functional. But that’s OK; it’s
consistent with Piccinini’s single-level, functional+neural analysis. On the other
hand, if we want to maintain that qualia-fillers are not mental (because not functional; i.e., that proposition 3 is true), then that’s OK, too, and equally consistent
with Piccinini’s analysis. If qualia-fillers are not functional, then they don’t have
to be computational; but they can be.
14 Perhaps

Morbini and Schubert 2005 can be read in this way.
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Qualia-roles, being functional, can be implemented as variables in a computational theory; they are beetle-boxes. Qualia-fillers would be the values of those
variables; they are beetles. And just as a computer might do arithmetic as Benacerraf’s Ernie does, rather than as his Johnny does, so a (computational) cognitive
agent might experience a red quale-role via a green quale-filler rather than via a
red one.
A final word: Although I think that distinguishing between mental-functional
qualia-roles and physical qualia-fillers is a good way to think about things, it does
not solve the hard problems of consciousness. For even if I experience red because
my qualia-filler (my neuron firings) is of the red variety rather than the green variety, I still don’t know why it is that I experience it as red, or why I don’t experience
it as the sound of a bell, or—for that matter—why (or how) I experience it at all.
There’s still a lot of work to be done.

9
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